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IF LEADERSHIP IS TRULY ABOUT LOOKING AFTER THOSE IN OUR CHARGE, THEN WE NEED TO
UNDERSTAND HOW OUR EMOTIONS AND REACTIONS IMPACT OTHERS. CONSTANT IRRITABILITY,

TIREDNESS AND STRESS WILL ULTIMATELY AFFECT OUR ABILITY TO LEAD OTHERS.

Simon Sinek has been quoted as saying “Leadership is not about being in charge. Leadership

is about looking after those in our charge.”

 

 

CEO - Charlie Hodgson Performance and
former England Rugby Union player
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LEARN TO CONTROL YOUR EMOTIONS, SO
THEY DON’T CONTROL YOU.

W E  L O V E  T O  S E E  P E O P L E  T H R I V E !

Tell us a bit about who you are and what
you do… I’m an ex-professional rugby player,

turned business coach, focusing on stress

management and leadership. I had many

ups and downs throughout my career and I

wanted to use that experience in a positive

way to help busy professionals and leaders

manage their own levels of stress to improve

productivity and ultimately help avoid

burnout.
 

What has been your biggest career
defining moment and why? Probably
retirement from professional sport and

transitioning in to the ‘real world’. In sport,

you are very much institutionalised in terms

of where to be, what to do, what to wear and

what to eat. Suddenly your identity has

changed and you’re figuring out who you are

and what is going to get you out of bed each

day. Three years into retirement and I

still have difficult days.

Charlie Hodgson has built on the unique experiences of
his 17 year career in professional rugby.  He is the

founder and CEO of Charlie Hodgson Performance which
aims to help business people combat stress.

Making sure I controlled the things I could

control and not worry about external

factors.

Looking at things with perspective. It was

pressurised but wasn’t life or death.

Focusing on the positive and the things I

could do, not the things I couldn’t. This was

amplified using positive self-talk when

playing and when at home.

Surrounding myself with good people.

Following your years in professional rugby,
how did you overcome press scrutiny, high
expectations and the negative impact this
had to your mental health? Part of it just
came from experience. As time went on, I

grew a thicker skin and things that were said

didn’t affect me as much. The other part was

finding a personal strategy that helped me

deal with certain situations:
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    ...that pressure to
......perform can be just as
......lonely and clinical...
 

Exercise daily, even if it’s a 30 minute walk

over your lunch period.

Remove any technology from your

bedroom, whether that’s your phone or a

TV. The mental stimulation keeps our

brains active when we should be switching

off.

Reduce alcohol intake when you get home

from work. It will have an impact on your

sleep quality, and you end up layering on

another level of stress to what will already

be high from your day’s work. 

Make sure you take regular breaks.

Finally, when you feel a little overwhelmed

at your desk: ‘If you can’t think, move. If

you can’t move, breathe.’

What happens when stress and pressure
begin to negatively impact our work,
home life and relationships? Everyone is

different and we all experience stress in

different shapes and forms. Of course, the

negative impact speaks for itself and

productivity and performance will suffer as a

result. The important thing is to be able to

recognise it in yourself and your colleagues

and then, most importantly, talk to someone

who can help.
 

How do you recommend combating
prolonged exposure to stress to protect
against the sometimes debilitating impact
on our health? We all need stress to perform

to our optimal level. Without it, life becomes

a little boring and we can even become

stressed because we are not stimulated. It is

essential to find something that suits us

individually. What works for one person will

not work for someone else. Some definite

solutions include:
 

 

 

 

 

What is the importance of developing a
positive and supportive culture in an
organisation? I know from my experience in

rugby that the teams that are supportive

and positive have better outcomes. When

you add the research done by Gottman, J

and Goleman, who suggest that the most

successful partnerships and teams have a

5:1 ratio of positive to negative interactions, it

really becomes an important aspect of a

strong culture.
 

If leadership is genuinely about looking
after those in our charge, what key
elements need to be understood? 
Ourselves and how we react around others. I

would hazard a guess that the most

successful leaders are the ones that are the

most self-aware. They understand where

their limits lie, and they are not afraid to ask

for help if needed. Plus, they understand how

their reactions will impact their teams in

either a positive or negative way. Their

behaviour, whether it is good or bad,

ultimately sets the tone for what happens

throughout the rest of the organisation.
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How do you break down barriers
between different teams within an
organisation and help people work
together? Create moments where people

are together, but not just in meetings

discussing the day to day challenges. It is

vital they understand what their respective

departments/teams are doing as well as

the impact that certain decisions will have

on each team. It is also important for

people to know where their challenges lie

and how they may be able to help each

other. Most problems occur as a result of

poor communication and, if people are

second guessing, cause unnecessary angst.

 

What does High-Performance Culture
mean for you? A group of talented and

supportive people all pushing towards a

common goal. Honest and open enough to

make and admit to mistakes. And, most 

importantly, have the desire to learn and get

better.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Are there any challenges you’re facing
these days? Working on my own and sales! I

am constantly learning about myself and

about business.
 

Since retiring from rugby, what kind of
physical activities do you like doing?
I like road cycling in the summer months

(fair weather only!). Mostly I go to the gym

and have a varied training program. Actually,

I’m winging it, but I’ve done enough training

sessions over the years to be able to recall

something I enjoy. 

 

What skill or talent would you most like
to learn next? This is neither a skill nor

talent but I would actually like to be more

disciplined with myself to read more. I can

be quick to blame a lack of time or having

kids, but it’s no excuse really! 

  

If you were going to be stranded on a
desert island, what one item I would you
take and why? Swiss army knife. I’m rubbish

at the outdoors stuff, but hopefully this

would help me in times of need!

G E T  I N  T O U C H  T O  L E T  U S  K N O W

Y O U R  T H O U G H T S  O N

 

H I G H  P E R F O R M A N C E  C U L T U R E !

 

www.https://charliehodgsonperformance.com www.https://www.linkedin.com/in/charlie-hodgson/|
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It’s a given that we all

have our own issues to

deal with, yet if we cannot

control how we think and

react to them, we simply

cannot perform to our

optimal level.

https://charliehodgsonperformance.com/

